1. Man and woman in fur coat standing together; close-up of women, talking to camera; child on roller skates; man takes off hat and bows to camera; close-up of man; same man and woman on house porch;
2. Extensive footage of mountains and cliffs and a valley below; bridge; two men standing near rock formation;
3. Title “Motor Memories of 1930”; Title “Photographed by F.N. Peterson 1930”, “Titled and Edited by H.F. Peterson”; footage of Cincinnati; Ohio River as shot by boat; bridge over river; footage of different animals at zoo including brown bear, polar bear, ground hog; Ohio river and Kentucky shoreline; children standing on statue; children at playground; mountains of Virginia; little boy in water; sign denoting Saratoga; The White House; Lincoln Memorial; Washington Monument; Tomb of the Unknown Soldier; people in woodsy area; shots of industrial city;
4. Footage of snowy countryside; footage of Omaha’s first annual ski meet; people skiing off of an artificial slope; man skis off ramp and tumbles to ground, gets up, and limps off course; skiers fly off ramp and ski into large hay bale which breaks their fall; helicopter; planes flying in a V; planes doing stunts; football game; construction site; child with toy outside; mother reading to child; man and women walk hand in hand with baby girl little girl eating something; man with go-kart; children in go-kart race; people on sidelines of race; boy sitting in go-kart; man and woman sitting together on porch; boy goes down driveway in go-kart; shots of house front; children playing with garden hose; two men pick up a girl by her arms and legs, and try to put her in a flower bush(?); woman playing croquet; woman with golf club takes an exaggerated swing at ball; boy swings golf club; two women sitting on bench talking; man and woman near lake; woman shooting handgun; man shooting handgun; woman drives up car and gets out; woman fixing makeup; woman in fur coat opens up coat to show cameraman her dress, closes coat again; woman carves something into tree; man and woman get into car; little boy with oversized dog gets into car; little boy wearing aviator goggles on forehead; children playing together; little boy flying with football; man playing football with two boys; woman clips rose off bush; man carrying log on shoulder; man pulling baby in little red wagon; tennis game;